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INTRODUCTION

WHO IS MARCUS COETZEE?
• Helps leaders to cultivate Strategic Clarity

• Social enterprise advocate for 20 years.
• Advocates for mixing social purpose & business thinking
• Works very closely with:
o Imani Development (for sustainability strategies)
o Social Enterprise Academy
o Bertha Centre for Social Innovation and Entrepreneurship
o Business Sculptors
o Citizen Surveys

• Served over 100 formal clients since 1996.
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WHAT IS “FINANCIAL SUSTAINABILITY”?

THINK BROADLY ABOUT SUSTAINABILITY

“The ability to be
maintained at a
certain rate or level”
“Avoidance of the
depletion of natural
resources in order to
maintain an ecological
balance”
(Oxford English
Dictionary)
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4. Build a
financial reserve

5. Nurture required
organizational capabilities

6. Keep key staff
engaged

3. Generate a
profit or surplus.
9. Act ethically towards
the environment

2. Cultivate a diversity of
income types
1. Cultivate a diversity of
income sources

7. Make sensible
strategic decisions

10. Be good at strategic decisions +
taking calculated risks

8. Act ethically towards beneficiaries,
stakeholders, suppliers
“Financial sustainability” relates primarily to the darker blue blocks

DEFINING “FINANCIAL SUSTAINABILITY”
• “Financial sustainability” involves
strengthening an organization’s current
and future financial position through
diversifying income sources and types,
generating profits and building
reserves.
• Financial sustainability a method of
thinking and behaving - not a utopian
end-state.
• “Financial sustainability” is a subset of
“organizational sustainability”.
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Spiders build and maintain strong webs that support them, alert them to
opportunities and can withstand terrible weather. Webs are light yet very strong.

TRENDS DRIVING FINANCIAL SUSTAINABILITY IN
SOUTH AFRICA

GOLDEN AGE OF THE TRADITIONAL CHARITY IS OVER
Large Government
NPO Funds

Massive HIV
Funding

< 100,000
NPOs

Reconstruction of SA

Increased awareness of
social issues
Well Funded
NPO Sector

Anti-Apartheid
Struggle

The 1980s and 1990s we saw a wellfunded NPO sector in South Africa.
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SA low priority on
international agenda

Social Issues
Exclusive
Domain of
NPOs

B-BBEE codes
150,000+ NPOs
Businesses getting involved
in tackling social issues
NPO contracts put out to
tender
Scale and complexity of
issues increasing
During the 2000s a different
world emerged.

BUSINESS MODEL: TRADITIONAL CHARITY
Model Ingredients:

1. Do philanthropic work.
2. Fundraise extensively to cover expenses.
3. Strive for funding with wide coverage of
expenses and less strings attached.
4. Keep costs down and overheads under 10% to
please donors.
5. Be accountable and transparent.
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Treatment Action Campaign (TAC) relies primarily on donations for its advocacy and
community development work.

TRADITIONAL CHARITY MODEL
Advantages:

Disadvantages:

1.

Less risk of mission drift – able to focus on

1.

Difficult to build reserves.

intended social or environmental purpose.

2.

Limited discretionary expenditure.

Clear communication of social agenda to

3.

At mercy of donors’ goodwill.

everyone

4.

Impact constrained by availability of donor

2.
3.

Able to serve vulnerable or advocate against

establishment without need for commercial
business models.

funding.
5.

Saturated funding market - intensive
competition for funding

4.

Open governance structures are ingrained.

6.

Donors only fund the costs they like.

5.

Assets locked to mission.

7.

Potential cash flow problems.
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BENEFITS OF GENERATING INCOME AND PROFITS
Why earn profits?
Reduce Risk:
• Build financial reserves
• Decrease reliance on donors
• Diversify income sources
Maximize Impact:
• Fund expansion of operations
• Discretionary expenditure
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Oasis Association in Cape Town provides recycling services to help fund group homes and
other services for people with intellectual disabilities.

BEFORE WE START: GETTING “BUY-IN”

AGREE ON INTENTIONS AND PARAMETERS
The pursuit of financial sustainability is unlikely to
succeed unless agreement can be reached on:
•

End state that must be achieved, and by when

•

Alignment of income-generation activities with
mission

•

Non-negotiable values of organization

•

Threshold for contribution of income streams to gross
profit (e.g. 10%+)

•

Level of alignment with existing capabilities and brand

•

Intensity of shift and disruption the organization is
prepared to undergo in the pursuit of financial
sustainability
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These agreements help to define the playing field and the “rules of the game”.

ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURE: THE HIDDEN SABOTEUR
A sustainability strategy may look good on paper
and people may “say” that accept it.

Strategy

However, when it comes time to implement it, a
host of subtle, invisible obstacles may start
emerging.

•
•
•
•
•

“Profits are bad”
“We are not a business”
“That’s not how we’ve done things around here”

“We don’t have the systems for that”
“No, that won’t work”
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Organizational
Culture

DANGER OF TOO MUCH HOPE
Surprisingly, one of the biggest obstacles
we’ve encountered is the danger of too
much hope – the hope that things will get
better, donors will arrive, contracts will be
won etc.
This false hope acts as barrier to the
pursuit of financial sustainability as it
blocks difficult decisions that must be
urgently made.
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12 PRACTICAL TACTICS TO SHIFT FORWARD
TOWARDS SUSTAINABILITY

TACTIC 1:
USE PROPER LANGUAGE FOR CONVERSATIONS
Income

Profit

Product

Business Model

Impact
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The money coming into your organization, which has been earned or given.

What remains of income once ALL relevant overheads have been allocated and deducted.

The good or service that your organization is providing.

The method your organization uses to earn income and serve its beneficiaries.

The change (“outcomes”) your organization creates in the world.

TACTIC 1:
USE PROPER LANGUAGE FOR CONVERSATIONS
Beneficiary

Customer

Donor

The person, organization or community benefitting from your work.

The person or organization that pays for your goods or services.

The person or organization that gives your organization money and other things.

Investor

The person or organization that lends your organization money or buys equity or a profit
share in one of your businesses.

Supplier

The person or organization that provides goods or services to your organization, and forms part
of your supply chain.
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TACTIC 2:
SEPARATE INCOME SOURCES FROM INCOME FORMS
Income Sources:

Income Forms:

The “customers” of the non-profit organization or
social enterprise

The contract with the customer (or source of
income) and how the income is being generated.

• Foundations
• Investors
• Corporate social investment (CSI)
departments
• Enterprise development departments
• Procurement departments
• Marketing departments
• Government procurement
• Government grant funds
• Individuals
• Non-profit organizations
• Academic institutions
• International institutions etc.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Donations
Grants
Dividends
Subsidies
Bequests
Profit shares
Sales of goods (e.g. wheelchairs, educational
toys, consumables, books)
• Sale of services (e.g. rentals, technical
support, consulting, project management,
fund management, training fees, causerelated marketing, sponsorships, brokerage)
etc.

TACTIC 3:
SHIFT FIXED COSTS TO VARIABLE EXPENSES
Fixed Costs

Variable Expenses

Costs that an organization
incurs regardless of how
many projects or income
streams are currently active.
Examples:
- Infrastructure expenses
- Administrative expenses
- Key salaries
- Marketing overhead
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Automate
Optimize
Partner
Subcontract

Costs that increase or decrease
depending on levels of
activity, and number of
projects or products.
Examples:
- Logistics expenses
- Project consultants
- M&E expenses
- Product cost of sales

Helps create a lean and adaptable organization
with a low fixed cost structure

TACTIC 4:
IMPROVE BUDGETING METHODS
Income Statement
Costing

Output Unit Costing

Outcomes based
costing

Charge-out rate or
consultancy costing

Allocate proportion of
expenses from your
income statement to
project.

Charge for each unit
delivered.

Charge for outcome
achieved and verified
in the world.

Assign charge-out rates
to each activity in the
workplan.

Outcomes could
include prisoners
rehabilitated, per
patient effectively
treated etc.

You could charge for
example, an facilitation
fee, a project
management fee etc.
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Units could include
workshops, mentorship
sessions, wheelchairs,
HIV tests etc.

Outcomes-based funding models such as the “Social
Impact Bond (SIB)” are based on this approach

TACTIC 5:
BEGIN WITH EXISTING LEGAL STRUCTURES
Non-profit legal forms:
•
•
•
•

Voluntary Association (VA)
Non-Profit Trust
Non-Profit Company (NPC)
Section-21 Company (discontinued)
NPO Accreditation from DoSD
PBO Accreditation from SARS (S30)
DDO Accreditation from SARS (S18A)
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Legal forms are more versatile than
most people think. First max out
your existing legal form before
thinking of creating additional ones.

These accreditations are also more
accommodating than most people
think. Study them carefully before
making assumptions.

TACTIC 6:
UNDERSTAND SARS THRESHOLDS
Non-profit organizations are wary about engaging in business activities or
earning profits as they may lose their accreditation as a Public Benefit
Organization (PBO)
Box 1:
Non-profit
organization retains
PBO status and is
exempt from
income tax

Box 2:
Non-profit
organization retains
PBO status and must
pay tax on profits
from business
income

Keep PBO Status
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Box 3:
Non-profit
organization loses
PBO status and must
pay tax on profits
from business
income

Risk factors for Box 3:
1.
2.
3.

4.

Lose PBO Status

Organization is no
longer
philanthropic.
Dominant activities
no longer public
benefit.
Business activities
are unrelated to
purpose and take
over agenda.
Business activities
clearly resemble and
compete with taxpaying businesses.

TACTIC 7:
AUDIT YOUR ORGANIZATIONAL ASSETS
• Ask your donors, customers and partners what
they think your organization is very good at.
• Reflect on your past successes.
• Identify your organizational capabilities and
exceptional skills in the team.
• Appraise other assets (e.g. Financial Reserves,
Technology, Brand, Premises, Networks,
Intellectual Property.)
• Explore ways these could be put to good use,
including how other organizations may have
done so.
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NICRO helps rehabilitate and reintegrate over 10,000 offenders each year. It
realized that its in-depth understanding of criminal thinking and behaviour can be
packaged into a series of fraud-prevention training programmes for businesses.

TACTIC 8:
PACKAGE YOUR PRODUCTS
• Take the best service or programme your
organization provides.
• Given it a name and brand – it must look good!
• Define its features
- Partnership arrangements
- Impact measurement
- Financial model
- Theory of Change and Logic Model.

- Scope (e.g. start/finish, size, area)

• Standardize systems and automate if possible.
• Market to customers as a “glossy” product.
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NACCW’s Isibindi Safe Parks model is an example of a well-packaged product
(and social franchise) that has expanded to outside South Africa. It is a
supervised place where children can “play and dream”.

TACTIC 9:
VALIDATE IDEAS
1.

Identify the basic structure of a business
model or product.

2.

Find evidence of it working elsewhere.

3.

Rapidly assess demand in your market.

4.

Do a crude financial model as early into the
process as possible.

5.

If the financial model shows a viable idea,
then create the minimal viable product
(MVP) to test the market.

6.

If “yes”, move forward. If “no”, go back to
beginning and repeat.
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Beautiful Gate recently tested the feasibility/viability of 7 business ideas for its land
and buildings before deciding to generate income through becoming a “social
services hub” in the Philippi community in Cape Town.

TACTIC 10:
LENGTHEN THE RUNWAY
• Reserves are like a runway that give an
organization more time to find its feet,
reposition itself and secure other
income streams.
• The longer the “runway”, the more time
there is for an organization to “gain
speed” and “take off” successfully.
• Too many organizations have crashed
and burned because they were too
heavy, or their “runway” was too short.
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TACTIC 11:
GROW INTO NEW BUSINESSES

It is very tempting for
organizations to create new
businesses and hybrid
models as the first step
towards sustainability.
This is unwise.
Rather grow towards it.
It may not even be necessary
to create new entities.

8. Create new organizations
7. Create separate business units
6. Pilot new products/businesses
5. Expand offering to new customers
4. Improve marketing and product development
3. Deliver more value to existing customers
2. Improve mindset, costing, efficiencies
1. Current State
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TACTIC 12:
FOCUS AND DEVELOP EXCELLENCE
• One of the biggest myths nowadays is
that organizations “can have it all”.
• Figure our exactly what your
organization excels at.
• Make this your core business, then do it
much better than before.
• Declutter and let go the remainder.
Make some “necessary endings”.
• Adopt a clear position in the market.
• Rather partner with others than try do
it all yourself.
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Biblionef (South Africa) recently assessed its positioning in the children’s literacy sector and
chose to focus on donating (sourcing and distributing) books, and to rather partner with
other literacy organizations to run reading programmes.

DESIGNING A SUSTAINABILITY STRATEGY

FIVE STEP PROCESS
Much of the work we’ve done to assist organizations to become sustainable have followed this process:
#

Stage

Description

1

Commitment

• Ensure genuine support from key stakeholders.

2

Decision Criteria

• Agree on goals of the Sustainability Strategy
• Agree on criteria used to evaluate opportunities
• Agree on parameters that can’t be crossed

3

Strategy Exploration

•
•
•
•

4

Strategy Design

• Design a Sustainability Strategy that harnesses opportunities
• Iterative and “social” process, typically using PowerPoint.
• Recognize the “fog of war”

5

Strategy
Implementation

• Provide implementation support (exact form only known once strategy developed)
• Remember: “no battle plan ever survives contact with the enemy”
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Explore organization’s strategic and financial context
Identify assets and opportunities
Rapid test of feasibility/viability of opportunities
Select and describe key opportunities to pursue

RESOURCES

FURTHER READING
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Thank you

Website: www.MarcusCoetzee.co.za
Linked-in: www.linkedin.com/in/coetzeemarcus
Twitter: @MarcusCoetzee
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